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Abstract. Restricted on the proof of unsatisfiability of unsatisfiable formulas, a modified DPLL — RSMLS  
algorithm is presented. The new algorithm has a symmetry rule (Literal renaming ) and three simplified rule 
((1,*)-Resolution, Subformula, and Multiple ). As an example, RSMLS algorithm is applied for the proof of 
unsatisfiability of pigeon-hole formula . We show with respect to RSMLS  algorithm that  has a 
refutation tree with at most O(n

n
nP 1−

n
nP 1−

3) nodes. 
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1. Introduction  
A literal is a propositional variable or a negated propositional variable. For a formula F, var(F) denotes 

the set of variables occurring in the formula F, lit(F) denotes the set of literals generated by var(F). A 
renaming of formula F  is a mapping φ on var(F)，satisfy that：for every variable x∈var(F) , φ(x) = x or 
φ(x) = ﹁x.  A variable renaming of formula F is a permutation of variables. A literal renaming of formula F 
is a combination of a renaming and a variable renaming. Formally, a literal variable renaming of formula F 
can be defined by a mapping φ: lit(F)→lit(F), satisfy that φ(﹁L) =﹁φ(L), where L is a literal，and 
supposed that ﹁﹁L = L. We can know that：a formula will not change its satisfiablility on the action of a 
literal variable renaming. When we are proving to the satisfiablility of a formula, we can proof one formula 
of two if one formula can change to another formula in the proof process, and eliminating the proof of the 
other formula. This is the rule of symmetry for propositional proof systems. In DPLL algorithm, if a formula 
labeled to some node and the formula can change to another formula of another node by literal renaming, 
then we can label one of the two nodes with empty clause. Such, we could reduce the node number of the 
splitting tree and simplify the proof.  

In [1], Krishnamurthy have explained the action of symmetry rule in proof system. However Urquhart 
have given a disabled example with respect to symmetry rule[2]. Even though when we prove some hard 
examples of resolution, the symmetry rule still has key action in the proof. If we ignore the times of deciding 
symmetry we could reduce some hard examples of exponential verify times to polynomial times. Certainly, 
the idealistic result is that: for a given hard example formula, in the process of proof, verifying symmetry can 
be finished in polynomial times and proving to formula with symmetry proof system can be finished in 
polynomial times. Such, the whole process of proof can be finished in polynomial times.  

When we use symmetry rule in the proof of propositional calculation, we will meet the following 
deciding problem: for given CNF formulas H and F, whether there is a literal renaming φ such that φ(H)=F? 
This problem is closely related to the graph isomorphism. In [3,4], we have proved that: even to Horn 
formulas, this problem is same hard as the graph isomorphism. We know that: until now, the complexity of 
the problem of graph isomorphism is still a unsolved problem.[5]. It is easy to prove that the deciding 
problem of graph isomorphism is a NP problem. But we do not know either whether it can be decided in 
polynomial times or whether it is NP complete problem. So, we consider the literal renaming restricted on 
subgroups of some minimal unsatisfiable formulas [6], and found some subgroups of minimal unsatisfiable 
formulas which can be decided in polynomial times if we restricted literal renaming on them. A formula F is 
called minimal unsatisfiable if F is unsatisfiable but the formula which deleted any clause from F is 
satisfiable. In [7], C. H. Papadimitriou and D. Wolfe have proved that: for every formula F, it can be 
transformed to a another formula in polynomial times, such that  
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·F is satisfiable if and only if  f(F) is satisfiable;  
·F is unsatisfiable if and only if  f(F) is minimal unsatisfiable.  
From the above we can know that a unsatisfiable formula can be transformed to a minimal unsatisfiable 

formula in polynomial times. Therefore, it is of great significance to use minimal unsatisfiable formulas to 
study unsatisfiable formulas. The formulas that we known as resolution hard examples are almost minimal 
unsatisfiable formulas[1,8,10,11]. 

In the research of SAT problem, we interest to consider the following two kinds of problems: one is how 
to look quickly for a true assignment to satisfy a satisfiable formula and what characters these formula 
possessed. Another is how to look quickly for a refutation proof to a unsatisfiable formula and what 
characters these formula possessed.  

In this paper, based on the idea due to H. Kleine Büning and Zhao X.S.[12], we restricted on the proof of 
unsatisfiablility of unsatisfiable formulas. We consider an improved strategy with a literal renaming of the 
well known DPLL algorithm[4]. Meanwhile, we introduce the following three simplified rules: (1) (1,*)-
resolution (it is permit to use (1,*)-resolution in the algorithm); (2) subformula rule(it is permit to delete 
extra clauses in the algorithm); (3) multiple rule (we can replace one of the same formulas with empty 
clause). By introduce the above three rules, we given out an improved algorithm from DPLL algorithm—
called RSMLS algorithm. As a applied example, we will apply RSMLS algorithm to the proof of 
unsatisfiablity the famous hard formula—pigeon hole formula . We have proved that: based on RSMLS 
algorithm, the formula  there is a refutation tree with at most O(n

n
nP 1−

n
nP 1−

3) nodes. 

2. Preliminaries 
In this section we will introduce some necessity definitions, notations and some results.  
A clause C is a disjunction of literals(C=L1∨L2∨⋯∨Ln), or a set of literals(C={L1 ,L2 ,⋯,Ln}). A 

formula F in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is a conjunction of clauses, F=(C1∧C2∧⋯∧Cm ), or a set {C1 
,C2 ,⋯,Cm } of clauses, or a list [C1 ,C2 ,⋯,Cm ] of clauses. A subformula of a given formula F is a 
formula which consists of part clauses of the formula F.  

If a clause contains a pair of propositional and negated of a same variable, it is called a tautology clause. 
In a formula, we can delete the tautology clauses and it will not affect the satisfiablility of a formula. A 
clause is called unit clause if it contained only one literal. A variable x is called positive (negative) occurring 
in a formula F if literal x (﹁x ) occurring in formula F .  

We denote #var(F) as the number of variables occurring in F and #cl(F) as the number of clauses in F. 
#cl(F)-#var(F) is called the deficiency of a formula F, denoted by d(F).  

Davis-Putnam-Loveland-Logemann (DPLL) algorithm is a very important algorithm to solve the SAT 
problem, the detailed description about DPLL algorithm can be found in [13,14,17]. In general DPLL 
algorithm, the following 4 rules are applied to simplify or resolute the problem：  

1. tautology clause： Delete tautology clauses from formula F.  
2. unit clause： If formula F contained a unit clause L，then delete L and delete all ﹁L in all other 

clauses which contain ﹁L.  
3. pure literal： If a literal L occurring in some clauses of the formula F and literal ﹁L not occurring in 

all rest clauses of the formula F, then delete the all clauses which contained L.  
4. splitting：  If the formula F is the form as：  ],,),(,),(),(,),[( 111 lnm hhgxgxfxfxF …∨¬…∨¬∨…∨= , 

where clauses do not contain  x、﹁x, then the problem to verify the satisfiability of 
formula F can be split into two sub problems: to verify the satisfiability of

lnm hhggff ,,,,,,,, 111 ………

],,,,,[)0( 11 lm hhffxF ……==  
and . If anyone of them is satisfiable then F is satisfiable, otherwise F is 
unsatisfiable.  

],,,,,[)1( 11 ln hhggxF ……==

It is not difficult to prove that: In the process of use DPLL to verify the satisfiablility of a formula, If 
only use the rules of true rule, unit rule and pure literal rule, then this kind of formula can complete in 
polynomial times. However, in general, it is unavoidable to use the splitting rule in the process of use DPLL 
algorithm. Therefore, the splitting rule is the core of DPLL algorithm. The use of the splitting rule will 
generate to two parts and the other rules will produced only a simplified problem. So we can use a binary 
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tree to denote intuitively the process of the use of DPLL algorithm. Such binary tree is called the splitting 
tree of DPLL algorithm or simplified as the splitting tree. The root node of the splitting tree is labelled by the 
initial formula F. Every step the use of the rules will generate one or two new successor nodes, the new 
nodes are labelled by the new formula relatively. The leaf of the splitting tree is labelled by empty formula or 
empty clause. If all leafs are labelled by empty clauses, the initial formula F is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, F is 
satisfiable.  

In the process of apply DPLL algorithm, the nodes number of the splitting tree is a measure form of 
process complexity to verify a formula. The various improved strategies to DPLL algorithm are how to 
introduce new rules and combination of rules for reducing the nodes number. In [17], the author has had a 
very good sum-up to some famous improved strategies.  

Definition 1. A renaming of a formula F is a mapping φ from lit(F) to lit(F), such that for every variable 
x， φ(x)∈{x, ﹁x}, where lit(F) is the set of literals in F.  

A variable renaming of a formula F is a permutation over the set of variables in F. 
A literal renaming of a formula F is a mapping φ from lit(F) to lit(F), such that for every literal L, φ(﹁L) 

=﹁φ(L) (supposed ﹁﹁L = L).  
In fact, a literal renaming is a combination of a renaming and a variable renaming.  
Definition 2. Suppose ]),(,),(),[( 1 restm FgLgLfLF ∨¬…∨¬∨=  is a formula, where L is a literal, f、g1、⋯、

gm  are clauses，Frest is a formula which not occurring the literal L and ﹁L, we call the formula 
 as (1,*)-resolution about literal L of F.  ]),(,),[(' 1 restm FgfgfF ∨…∨=

It is obvious that unit resolution is a particular case of (1,*)-resolution.  
Definition 3. Suppose F=[C1 ,C2 ,⋯,Cn] is a formula, F is called as a minimal unsatisfiable formula 

(simplified as MU) if F is unstatisfiable and F \ be satisfiable for any clause  in F.  iC )1( niCi ≤≤

It has proved that the difference #  of a minimal unsatisfiable formula F is a positive 
integer[15,16]. In general, we can group the minimal unsatisfiable formulas depends on the difference 

. For positive , denoted MU(k) ={F∈MU | #c }, the formula in MU(k) 
is called MU(k) formula.  

cl(F)-#var(F)

#cl(F)-#var(F) 1≥k l(F)-#var(F)=k

Lemma 1. Suppose ]),(,),(),[( 1 restm FgLgLfLF ∨¬…∨¬∨=  is a formula, where L is a literal, f、g1、⋯、

gm  are clauses，Frest is a formula which not occurring the literal L and ﹁L. ]),(,),[(' 1 restm FgfgfF ∨…∨=  is 
(1,*)-resolution about literal L of F, then F is MU(k) formula if and only if 'F  is MU(k) formula. 

Proof： without loss of generality, suppose , where F]),(,),(),[( 1 restp FgxgxfxF ∨¬…∨¬∨= rest not 
occurring x and ﹁x, so . ]),(,),[(' 1 restp FgfgfF ∨…∨=

( ) suppose F∈MU(k) and #var(F)=n, then #cl(F) = n+k, #var(⇒ 'F )=n-1 and #cl( 'F )= n+k-1. so 
d( 'F )=k。we will prove 'F ∈MU(k).  

(1) 'F is unsatisfiable. If not so, there is a true assignment v, such that v( 'F )=1. It satisfied 
. The following is an extended assignment  from v, such that :  1)()()( 1 ==∨=…=∨ restp Fvgfvgfv 'v 1)(' =Fv

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

==
==

∈
=

0)(1
1)(0

}{\)()(
)('

fvandxy
fvandxy
xFvaryyv

yv  

It is clear that . It is contradiction with the unsatifiablility of F.  1)(' =Fv

(2) 'F  is a minimal unsatisfiable formula. Otherwise, there is a clause such that  is 
unsatisfiable. There are the following cases.  

'Fh∈ }'\{hF

Case 1.1  for some )(),1( igfhpii ∨=≤≤   

Without loss of generality, suppose . Since F is a minimal unsatisfiable formula, we have that 
 is satisfiable. So there is a true assignment v such that v(F

)( 1gfh ∨=

]),(,),(),[( 21 restp FgxgxfxF ∨¬…∨¬∨= 1)=1. This 
implies . If v(x)=1, then . If v(x)=0, then 

. So, we have . It is contrary. 
1)()()()( 2 ==∨¬=…=∨¬=∨ restp Fvgxvgxvfxv 1)()()( 2 ===…= restp Fvgvgv

1)()( == restFvfv 1})'\{( =hFv
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Case 1.2  restFh∈

As F is minimal unsatisfiable,  is satisfiable, where . So 
there is a true assignment v such that v(F

]),(,),(),[( '
11 restp FgxgxfxF ∨¬…∨¬∨= }{\' hFF restrest =

1)=1. This implies . If 
v(x)=1, then . If v(x)=0, then . So, we have . It is contrary. 

1)()()()( '
1 ==∨¬=…=∨¬=∨ restp Fvgxvgxvfxv

1)()()( '
1 ===…= restp Fvgvgv 1)()( ' == restFvfv 1})'\{( =hFv

(⇐ )  Suppose . We will prove that F∈MU(k).  )(]),(,),[(' 1 kMUFgfgfF restp ∈∨…∨=

First, F is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, there is a true assignment v such that v(F)=1. If v(x)=1, then  
.If  v(x)=0, then 1)()()( 1 ===…= restp Fvgvgv 1)()( == restFvfv . So, we have . It is contrary.  1)'( =Fv

Second，F is minimal unsatisfiable, otherwise, there is a clause Fh∈  such that  is unsatisfiable. 
There are the following cases.  

}{\ hF

Case 2.1   )( fxh ∨=

Note that: Frest is satisfiable. So there is a true assignment v such that v(Frest)=1. We can expand v to be 
another true assignment  such that ：  'v 1}){\(' =hFv

⎩
⎨
⎧

=
∈

=
xy

xFvaryyv
yv

0
}{\)()(

)('  

Case 2.2   for some )(),1( igxhpii ∨¬=≤≤  

Without loss of generality, suppose )( 1gxh ∨¬= . Since 'F  is a minimal unsatifiable formula, we have 
that：   is a satisfiable formula. So, there is a true assignment v such that v(F]),(,),[( 21 restp FgfgfF ∨…∨= 1)=1. 
it is the same as above, we can expand the assignment v to  such that ：  'v 1}){\(' =hFv

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

==
==

∈
=

0)(1
1)(0

}{\)()(
)('

fvandxy
fvandxy
xFvaryyv

yv  

Case 2.3  restFh∈

As 'F  is minimal unsatisfiable, so  is satisfiable, where . So 
there is a true assignment v such that v(F

]),(,),[( '
11 restp FgfgfF ∨…∨= }{\' hFF restrest =

1)=1. Using the same expanded method in case 2.2, we will get a 
true assignment  from v, such that . It is contrary. This is end of the proof. 'v 1}){\(' =hFv

 Lemma 1 shows that the formula in MU(k) is closed in (1,*)-resolution, that is, a minimal unsatisfiable 
formula is still a minimal unsatisfiable formula after once (1,*)-resolution, and the differences of the number 
of clauses and the number variables are equal .  

For n>1, we denoted the pigeon-hole principle with n pigeons and n-1 holes to a formula 1
n

nPHP −  as 
follows. 

)()( ,,1111,1,11 hjhinjinhnppnp
n

n xxxxPHP ∧∨∨→∨…∨∧= ≤<≤−≤≤−≤≤− .  

From the above formula , we define the pigeon-hole formula  with n pigeon and n-1holes as 
follows (simplified the pigeon-hole formula).  

n
nPHP 1−

n
nP 1−

)()( ,,1111,1,11 hjhinjinhnppnp
n

n xxxxP ¬∨¬∧∧∧∨…∨∧= ≤<≤−≤≤−≤≤− .  

In formula , variable xn
nP 1− i,j denotes the ith pigeon be put into the jth hole. Clearly, var( )=n(n-1) and 

cl( )=

n
nP 1−

n
nP 1−

2)1(
2
1

−+ nnn .   

Proposition 1:  is a minimal unsatisfiable formula.   n
nP 1−

Proof: (1)  is unsatisfiable.  n
nP 1−

Suppose the formula  is satisfiable. There is a true 
assignment φ over the variable set , such that:  

)()( ,,1111,1,1 hjhinjinhnppnp xxxx ¬∨¬∧∧∧∨…∨∧ ≤<≤−≤≤−≤≤

}11,1|{ , −≤≤≤≤ nhnpx hp

(1.1)  For every , 。  )1( npp ≤≤ 1)( 1,1, =∨…∨ −npp xxϕ
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(1.2)  For every pair , and every , 。  )1(, njiji ≤<≤ )11( −≤≤ nhh
1)( ,, =¬∨¬ hjhi xxϕ

From (1.1), for every ，there is some , such that . By pigeon principle: 

there exists some pair , and some , such that . This is contradiction 
with (1.2).  

)1( npp ≤≤ )11( −≤≤ nhh 1)( , =hpxϕ

)1(, njiji ≤<≤ )11( −≤≤ nhh
1)()( ,, == hjhi xx ϕϕ

Intuitively, the satisfiablity of the formula  expressed that the n pigeons have to be 
put into the holes. The satisfiablity of the formula  expressed that: in the n pigeons, 
every pair pigeons can not be put into the same hole. Now there are only n-1 holes so it is not possible to 
satisfy the both formulas.  

)( 1,1,1 −≤≤ ∨…∨∧ nppnp xx

)( ,,111 hjhinjinh xx ¬∨¬∧∧ ≤<≤−≤≤

(2)  is minimal unsatisfiable.  n
nP 1−

That is, we need to prove that：The formula that we delete any clause C from  is satisfiable. We 
discuss them as the following two cases.  

n
nP 1−

Case 1   For some , .  )1( npp ≤≤ )( 1,1, −∨…∨= npp xxC

Without loss of generality, we suppose . Deleting C from the formula , we get the 
formula:  

)( 1,11,1 −∨…∨= nxxC n
nP 1−

)()( ,,1111,1,21 hjhinjinhnppnp xxxxF ¬∨¬∧∧∧∨…∨∧= ≤<≤−≤≤−≤≤ . 

We define a true assignmentΨ1 over the variables set  as follows:  }11,1|{ , −≤≤≤≤ nhnpx hp

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

−−≤≤≤≤∈
∈
∈

=

−−

−

−

},...,,,...,{}11,1|{0
},...,{1
},...,{0

)(

1,1,21,11,1,

1,1,2

1,11,1

1

nnnhp

nn

n

xxxxnhnpxx
xxx
xxx

xψ

 
so, we have that 1ψ ( F1) = 1. 

Intuitively, deleting  from the formula , it expressed that the No. 1 pigeon may be not 
put into the hole. Then we could put the No. 2 pigeon into the No. 1 hole, put the No. 3 pigeon into the No. 2 
hole, …, the No. n pigeon into the No. n-1 hole. This is what the true assignmentΨ

)...( 1,11,1 −∨∨= nxxC n
nP 1−

1  denoted.  
Case 2：For some pair , and for some , . )1(, njiji ≤<≤ )11( −≤≤ nhh )( ,, hjhi xxC ¬∨¬=

Without loss of generality, we suppose . Deleting clause C from the formula , we get 
the following formula: 

)( 1,21,1 xxC ¬∨¬= n
nP 1−

)...( 1,1,12 −≤≤ ∨∨∧= nppnp xxF ∧ ∧ 
)( ,,112 hjhinjinh xx ¬∨¬∧∧ ≤<≤−≤≤

)( 1,1,2 jinji xx ¬∨¬∧ ≤<≤ ∧ 。 )( 1,1,13 jnj xx ¬∨¬∧ ≤≤

We define a true assignment 2ψ  over variables set  as the following: }11,1|{ , −≤≤≤≤ nhnpx hp

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

−−≤≤≤≤∈
∈
∈

=

−

−

},...,,,{}11,1|{0
},...,{1

},{1
)(

1,2,31,21,1,

1,2,3

1,21,1

2

nnhp

nn

xxxxnhnpxx
xxx

xxx
xψ

 
Then, we have that 2ψ (F2) = 1. 

Intuitively, if we delete the clause  from the formula , it expressed that No.1and No.2 
pigeons can both be put into No.1 hole. This is what the true assignment 

)( 1,21,1 xxC ¬∨¬= n
nP 1−

2ψ  denoted. 

From the above, the formula  is a minimal unsatisfiable formula. It is the end of the proof. n
nP 1−

Furthermore, we have that ))54(
2
1( 2

1 +−∈− nnnMUPn
n .  

3. Improved Algorithm  
The improved algorithm is based on the idea due to H. Kleine Büning and Zhao X.S [12].  
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We consider an extension of the well known DPLL algorithm. The new algorithm is called RSMLS 
algorithm (Resolution-Subformula-Literal renaming-Multiple-Splitting). RSMLS algorithm is restricted on 
the refutation proof of unsatisfiable formulas. In this algorithm, resolution rule is specified as (1,*)-resolution, 
subformula rule is specified as a unsatisifiable subformula from a unsatisifiable formula, symmetry rule is 
literal renaming, multiple rule is only choose one from the same formulas, splitting rule is the same as in 
DPLL algorithm.  

With DPLL algorithm similarly, we still use the form of tree to descript the using process of the rules. 
The tree we obtained is still called splitting tree. In the splitting tree, we still use a formula to label a node. 
On the leaf nodes, it is permitted to use blank clause (□) to label them.  

In the RSMLS algorithm, we use the following rules.   
1. Initiating  

The root is labeled with the initial formula F0. 
2. (1,*)-Resolution 

Let v be a leaf with the label ]),(,),(),[( 1 restr FgLgLfLF ∨¬…∨¬∨= , where neither L nor ﹁L occurs in Frest. 
Then v has one successor node vc with label ]),(,),[( 1 restr Fgfgf ∨…∨ . (Note：unit resolution is particular case 
of (1,*)-resolution)  
3. Subformula  

Let v be a leaf with the label formula F, and Fc is a non-empty subformula of F, then v has one successor 
node vc with label Fc. (Note：When this rule be used, Fc should be a unsatisfiable formula.)  
4. Literal renaming 

Let v be a leaf with the label formula F, and ϕ  is a literal renaming of F, such that cFF =)(ϕ , then v 
generates one successor node vc with label Fc.  
5. Multiple  

Let v be a leaf with the label formula F. If there exist some other node  with label F, then we add a 
successor node v

'v
c labeled by the empty clause □.  

6. Splitting  
Let v be a leaf with the label formula F. and the literal L occurs both positively and negatively in F, then 

v has two successor nodes vl and vr, the node vl is labeled with F(L=1) and the other node vr is labeled with 
F(L=0), where F(L=1) (or F(L=0)) is simplified by replace L with 1 (or 0) in F. 
7. End  

If all leafs are labeled with the empty clause □, then we halt with return the value contradictory.  
It is easy to prove that a formula F is unsatisfiable if and only if there is a RSMLS refutation with return 

the value contradictory.  
In RSMLS algorithm, the subformula rule implied the true rule in DPLL algorithm.  

4. The application of RSMLS algorithm 
In this section, as an applied example, we will apply RSMLS algorithm to prove the unsatisifiablility of 

the famous hard example—pigeon hole formula , and we also prove that the  has a refutation tree with 
at most O(n

n
nP 1−

n
nP 1−

3) nodes.  
For convenience to read, we repeat the pigeon holes formulas as follows.   

)()( ,,1111,1,11 hjhinjinhnppnp
n

n xxxxP ¬∨¬∧∧∧∨…∨∧= ≤<≤−≤≤−≤≤− . 

From the proposition 1, we know that  is a minimal unsatisfiable formula and n
nP 1−

))54(
2
1( 2

1 +−∈− nnnMUPn
n . 

Theorem 1. For formula , there exists a refutation tree based on RSMLS algorithm, and its splitting tree 
has at most O(n

n
nP 1−

3) nodes.   
Proof： In the proof we define the following formulas and notations.  
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jiLjixxH kjkiRL <∈¬∨¬= ,,:){( ,,,  and , (Using clause set to express formula, the rest is the same.)  }Rk∈

LjixxG kjRkkiRkRL ∈∨∨∨= ∈∈ ,:){( ,,,  and  i < j}, 

RLRLRL GHQ ,,, += . (“+” express the union of sets, the rest is the same.), 

where  (That is, the subsets of natural number set) with |L|=l, |R|=r, andNRL ⊆, lr <≤1 .  

For , we denote that . Similarly, for a set and, , ( )i j l N with j l∈ ≤ )( ,1,,~, lijijilji xxxX ∨…∨∨= + NS ⊆ Ni∈ , 
we denote that .  jiSjSi xX ,, ∈∨=

Thus, we have that and , and  LjiXXG RjRiRL ∈∨= ,:){( ,,, }ji <

+≤≤= −− }1:{ )1(~1,1 niXP ni
n

n njixx kjki ≤<≤¬∨¬ 1:){( ,,  and  }11 −≤≤ nk

+≤≤∨= − }1:){( )1(~2,1, niXx nii njixx kjki ≤<≤¬∨¬ 1:){( ,,  and . }11 −≤≤ nk

Now, we can begin apply RSMLS to construct the refutation tree of the formula .   n
nP 1−

(A1)  We label root node of the splitting tree with . Now the tree only contains one node.  n
nP 1−

Chose , we apply (1,*)-resolution in turn to every variable of (it is used n times). The 
generated formula is that: , where  

n
nP 1− 1,1,21,1 ,,, nxxx …

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −……−……−…… += nnnnnn HGQ

njixxH kjkinn ≤<≤¬∨¬=−…… 1:){( ,,}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{  and , . }12 −≤≤ nk }1:){( )1(~2,)1(~2,}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ njiXXG njninn ≤<≤∨= −−−……

The formula  can be explained as No.1 hole is closed.  }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnG

Since  is a minimal unsatisfiable formula, by lemma 1 we have got that  is a minimal 
unsatisfiable formula.  

n
nP 1− }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ

Until now, the splitting tree has only one leaf node and label it with formula .   }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ

(A2) For formula , we consider splitting on the variables  in turn firstly. The 
generated splitting tree as the following graph： (where the leaf nodes labeled with nodes label, and the 
branch nodes labeled with their label formula. ) 

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 1,13,12,1 ,,, −… nxxx

In the above splitting process, we have the following cases.  
Case 1: , Its branch node labels with .  12,1 =x )1(

2,1v

Case 2: For some ,  and . Its branch node labels with .  )22( −≤≤ ndd 0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx 11,1 =+dx )1(
1,1 +dv

Case 3: . Its branch node labels with .  01,13,12,1 ==…== −nxxx )0(
1,1 −nv

Now we deal with the above 3 kinds of cases respectively. Suppose n>2, what the formula we concern to 
is . }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ

Case 1.    12,1 =x

                                             (n times)(1,*)-res. 

12,1 = 02,1 =xx
)1(~2~1 , −nnQ

 

 

 

 

3,1 =x13,1 =x)1(
2,1v 0

 

 )1(
3,1v

 

 01,1 =−nx11,1 =−nx
 

 )0(
1,1 −nv)1(

1,1 −nv

Fig. 1 Part splitting tree 
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(1.1) Firstly, we compute ( ), and the simplified formula labels with .  }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 12,1 =x )1(
2,1v

Since , we delete the clauses which occur the literal1,2 1x = 1,2x   and delete the literal 1,2x¬  in the rest 

clauses which occur the literal 1,2x¬  in {1,2, , }{2,3, , 1}n nQ … … − . The generated formula is as follows.   

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ ( )=12,1 =x '' HG + , 

where 
}2:{' )1(~2,)1(~2, njiXXG njni ≤<≤∨= −− ， 

+≤≤¬= }2:{' 2, njxH j +≤<≤¬∨¬ }2:){( 2,2, njixx ji  

njixx kjki ≤<≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,  and  and . +−≤≤ }13 nk njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1 }13 −≤≤ nk

Since  contains the unit clause set , so we could simplify further: deleting the clause 
set  in the formula 

'' HG + }2:{ 2, njx j ≤≤¬

}2:){( 2,2, njixx ji ≤<≤¬∨¬ '' HG + .  

Then, we get the formula ( )=}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 12,1 =x "" HG + , where 
}2:){(" )1(~2,)1(~2, njiXXG njni ≤<≤∨= −−  

+≤≤¬= }2:{" 2, njxH j njixx kjki ≤<≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,  and  +−≤≤ }13 nk

njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1  and . }13 −≤≤ nk

(1.2) In formula ( ) =}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 12,1 =x "" HG + , it contains the unit clause set . We apply 
respectively the (1,*)-resolution to the unit clause (in fact, it is unit resolution), total use n-1 
times. The generated formula is the following.  

}2:{ 2, njx j ≤≤¬

)2(2, njx j ≤≤¬

+−…… }1,,4,3}{,,3,2{ nnQ njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1  and . }13 −≤≤ nk

(1.3) using once the subformula rule to delete the redundant clause set  and 
, we get a minimal unsatisfiable formula .   

njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1

}13 −≤≤ nk }1,,4,3}{,,3,2{ −…… nnQ

(1.4) for formula , using once the literal renaming rule (in fact, it only need to make a 
permutation over the subscripts), we get the formula . 

}1,,4,3}{,,3,2{ −…… nnQ

}2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

Until now, we have got the formula  from the formula ( ).We have 
applied the rules n+1 times. So, in the branch of ( ), it have generated (n+2) nodes.   

}2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 12,1 =x

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 12,1 =x

Case2. for some   and .   )22( −≤≤ ndd 0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx 11,1 =+dx

The method is similar to the case 1.   
(2.1) First, we compute that ( , ), and use the simplified formula 

to label the node .  
}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx 11,1 =+dx

)1(
1,1 +dv

Since , and , we delete the clauses which occur any literal of 
in the formula  and delete all the literal  from the rest 

clauses which occur any literal of . We have got the formula as follows:  

0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx 11,1 =+dx

1,1,13,12,1 ,,,, +¬…¬¬ dd xxxx }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 1,1,13,12,1 ,,,, +¬… dd xxxx

1,1,13,12,1 ,,,, +¬… dd xxxx

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ ( , )=0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx 11,1 =+dx '' HG + , 

where 
}2:{' )1(~2,)1(~2, njiXXG njni ≤<≤∨= −− ， 

}2:{' 1, njxH dj ≤≤¬= + + + and  }2:){( 1,1, njixx djdi ≤<≤¬∨¬ ++ njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1 +−≤≤+ }12 nkd

12,2:){( ,, −≤≤≤<≤¬∨¬ nknjixx kjki  and . }1+≠ dk

As there are unit clause set  in the formula }2:{ 1, njx dj ≤≤¬ + '' HG + , so it can be further simplified, that is, 

deleting the clause set of  from the formula }2:){( 1,1, njixx djdi ≤<≤¬∨¬ ++ '' HG + .  
So, we have got the formula ( , )=}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx 11,1 =+dx "" HG + ,  
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Where 
}2:{" )1(~2,)1(~2, njiXXG njni ≤<≤∨= −− ， 

}2:{" 1, njxH dj ≤≤¬= + + and  njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1 +−≤≤+ }12 nkd

12,2:){( ,, −≤≤≤<≤¬∨¬ nknjixx kjki  and . }1+≠ dk

(2.2) In the formula ( , )=}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx 11,1 =+dx "" HG + , it contained the unit clause set 
. We apply the (1,*)-resolution to these unit clauses  respectively (in fact, 

this is unit resolution), and it is used n-1 times. The generated formula is the following. 
}2:{ 1, njx dj ≤≤¬ + )2(1, njx dj ≤≤¬ +

}1,,,2,,,3,2}{,,3,2{ −…+…… nddnQ +  and . njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1 }12 −≤≤+ nkd

(2.3) Using the subformula rule once to delete the redundant clause set 
and ，we will get the minimal unsatisfiable formula .   njxx kjk ≤≤¬∨¬ 2:){( ,,1 }12 −≤≤+ nkd }1,,,2,,,3,2}{,,3,2{ −…+…… nddnQ

(2.4) Using the literal renaming rule once to the formula (That is, making a 
permutation over the subscripts of variables), we will get the formula  .  

}1,,,2,,,3,2}{,,3,2{ −…+…… nddnQ

}2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

From the above process of the formula  to , we could consider them making 
two steps as follows.  

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ }2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

First step: computing the formula ( ) (using the splitting rule d times), 
the formula we get denoted by .  

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 0,13,12,1 ==…== dxxx

'Q

Second step: computing the formula , and making the above (2.1)—(2.4) steps to deal with 
them. It similar to the first step from ( ) to . We have used (n+1) rules. So, 
in the branch of , it has generated (n+2) nodes.   

)1(' 1,1 =+dxQ

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 12,1 =x }2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

)1(' 1,1 =+dxQ

(2.5) in case 1, we have got the formula . So, here we can use the multiple rule once to 
generate a successor node and label it with blank clause □. 

}2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

Then, in the branch of , there are (n+3) nodes. )1(' 1,1 =+dxQ

Case 3. .   01,13,12,1 ==…== −nxxx

(3.1) First, we compute the formula ( ) and label the node with the 
simplified formula.  

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 01,13,12,1 ==…== −nxxx )0(
1,1 −nv

As , we delete the clauses which occur the literal  from the 
formula  and delete the literals  from the rest clauses which occur any literal of 

 . We will get the formula as follows.  

01,13,12,1 ==…== −nxxx 1,13,12,1 ,,, −¬…¬¬ nxxx

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 1,13,12,1 ,,, −… nxxx

1,13,12,1 ,,, −… nxxx

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ ( )=01,13,12,1 ==…== −nxxx '' HG + , 

where 
}2:{' )1(~2, njXG nj ≤≤= − + , }2:{ )1(~2,)1(~2, njiXX njni ≤<≤∨ −−

njixxH kjki ≤<≤¬∨¬= 2:){(' ,,  and . }12 −≤≤ nk
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n

nP 1− 
                                    (n times)(1,*)-res. 

 
)1(~2~1 , −nnQ

 
 

 

(1,*)-res. 

(n－1 times) 

 

subformula 

 

(1,*)-res                     lit.renaming. 

(n－1 times) 

lit.renaming   

 

subformula                     subformula 

 

 

multiple    lit.renaming                   (n－1 times) 

(1,*)-res. 

□ 

multiple                     multiple 

1
2
−
−
n

nP

)2(~2)1(~1 , −− nnQ

1,1 =−nx 011,1 =−nx

12,1 =

13,1 =x
3,1 =x 0

2,1 =x 0x

2(~2)1(~1 , −− nnQ )

)2(~2)1(~1 , −− nnQ

)2(~2)1(~1 , −− nnQ

 

 

□               □ 

Fig. 2 Splitting tree 

(3.2) Using the literal renaming rule once to formula '' HG +  (that is, making a permutation over the 
subscripts), we get the formula as follows.  

'Q = +  and  }11:{ )2(~1, −≤≤− njX nj 11:){( ,, −≤<≤¬∨¬ njixx kjki +−≤≤ }21 nk

}11:{ )2(~1,)2(~1, −≤<≤∨ −− njiXX njni  

= + . 1
2
−
−
n

nP }11:{ )2(~1,)2(~1, −≤<≤∨ −− njiXX njni

(3.3) Using the subformula rule to the above formula , we will get the minimal unsatisfiable 
formula .  

'Q
1
2
−
−
n

nP

(3.4) Using the similar method form  to , we can use the (1,*)-resolution n-1 times to the 
formula , and get the formula . 

n
nP 1− }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ

1
2
−
−
n

nP }2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

(3.5) In case 1, we get the formula . So, we can use multiple rule once to the formula 
 and generate a successor node which we labeled with the blank clause □.  

}2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

}2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

So, in the branch of ( ), }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ 01,13,12,1 ==…== −nxxx there are (n+3) nodes.  

From the above, we get the splitting tree as Fig.  2. 
Now, we compute the node-number of the tree in Fig. 2.  
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(1) From  to , it generated n new nodes.  n
nP 1− }1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ

(2) In the subtree that its root is , the node number is T(n)=(n+3)+(n-3)(n+4)+(n+3)=(n-
1)(n+3)+(n-3). Then the node number of the tree in graph 2 is f(n)=n+T(n). Note that T(n) is a quadric 
polynomial.  

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ

In graph 2, all leaf nodes are labeled by empty clause (□) except the most left node is labeled by the 
formula .  }2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ

(3) Now we evaluate the node number of the refutation tree (splitting tree) of which constructed 
similarly with the method mentioned above.  

n
nP 1−

In graph 2, the most left node is labeled by the formula . Using the method of (A}2,,3,2}{1,,2,1{ −…−… nnQ
2) which 

we deal with the formula  similarly until get the formula .  Then, the node number of 
the splitting tree is that  

}1,,3,2}{,,2,1{ −…… nnQ }2}{3,2,1{Q

n+T(n)+T(n-1)+⋯+T(4)-(n-4) 
(where, (n-4) is the root number of subtree which be computed twice.)   
Note that:  

}2}{3,2,1{Q ={ }, 2,32,22,32,12,22,12,32,22,32,12,22,1 ,,,,, xxxxxxxxxxxx ¬∨¬¬∨¬¬∨¬∨∨∨

}2}{3,2,1{Q ( )={ }, 12,1 =x 2,32,22,32,22,32,2 ,,, xxxxxx ¬∨¬¬¬∨

}2}{3,2,1{Q ( )={ }. 02,1 =x 2,32,22,32,22,32,2 ,,, xxxxxx ¬∨¬∨

To the formula ( ), we apply the subformula rule once, get the minimal unsatisfiable 
formula { }, then apply (1,*)-resolution twice to it (in fact, it is unit resolution), get the 
blank clause □. 

}2}{3,2,1{Q 12,1 =x

2,32,22,32,2 ,, xxxx ¬¬∨

To the formula ( ), we apply the subformula rule once, get the minimal unsatisfiable 
formula { }, then apply (1,*)-resolution twice to it (in fact, it is unit resolution), get the 
blank clause □. 

}2}{3,2,1{Q 1,2 0x =

2,32,22,32,2 ,, xxxx ¬∨¬

From the above we can know that: only 8 new nodes be generated by dealing with  to blank 
clause □.  

}2}{3,2,1{Q

In summary, to the pigeon-hole formula , there exists a refutation tree which based on the RSMLS 
algorithm. And the node number of the refutation(splitting) tree is T(n)+T(n-1)+⋯+T(4)+12. As T(n) is a 
quadric polynomial, so T(n)+T(n-1)+⋯+T(4)+12 = O(n

n
nP 1−

3). That is, the node number of the refutation tree 
constructed above is at most O(n3). It is end of the proof. 

5. The Conclusion and Further Works 
On the refutation proof of unsatisfiable formulas in this paper, we have introduced literal renaming rule, 

(1,*)-resolution rule, subformula rule and multiple rule (here the literal renaming is symmetry rule and other 
three rules are mainly used to simplify the formula and the proof ) in DPLL algorithm. So a modified DPLL-
-RSMLS algorithm is presented. RSMLS algorithm is effective for some formulas which have symmetry 
constructions and can essentially improve the hard of the proof. As an example, RSMLS algorithm is applied 

for the proof of unsatisfiability of the famous pigeon-hole formula . We prove that: based on RSMLS 

algorithm,  has a refutation tree with at most O(n

n
nP 1−

n
nP 1− 3) nodes. We should note that: to prove a given formula, 

the literal renaming rule is the key step to improve the complexity of the proof. So, if the deciding problem 
of literal renaming between two formulas can be finished in polynomial times, the application of RSMLS 
algorithm will be obviously more effective. The further work is to consider that some kinds of formulas 
which literal renaming deciding problem can be finished in polynomial times.   

Thanks.  We owe special thanks to Prof. Hans Kleine Büning (Computer and Science department of Paderborn University, German) 
and Prof. Zhao X.S. (the Institute of Logic and Cognition, Sun Yat-Sen University), for their support, help, and guidance.  
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